
C h a p t e r 6 

Hd&Xobrama xoiilo <^ TCnffer&nc^ : a ; t )rec ipKarjs f o r <p«ritotts 

"Happvri*** l» n*v»r my oxtn. Li)c« Evn»t»in I am not happy and do 

not want to b* happy. • Sh aW, Sixt e©n Se t / Sh& t ch&S . 

Shaw'5 hsbi t of subverting popular forms of the theatre did 

not end with V/tdov(»rs* Hoxts&s and Caixdidia. In Ptays for P-nritarts 

he tried his hand at Shav ianisinQ melodrama. "As a super ior 

person" he held melodrama in high esteem and thouqht that the form 

merely needed "elaboration to become a masterpiece" : 

11 should be a simple and sincere drama of act ion and 

feeling, kept well within the vast tract of passion and 

mot ive which is common to the philosopher and 1aborer, 

relieved by plenty of fun, and depending for variety of 

human character not on the high comedy idiosyncrasies which 

individualize people...but on broad contrasts between types 

of youth and age ̂  sympathy and se1f i shness, the masculine 

and the feminine, the sublime and the ridiculous, and so 

on. The whole character of the piece must be allegori cal, 

idealistic, full of generalisations and moral lessons? and 

it must represent conduct as producing swiftly and 

certainly on the ind i vidual the results which in actual 
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life it only produces on the race in the course of many 

centuries. All of which, obviously^ requires for its 

accomplishment rather greater heads and surer hands than we 

2 
commonly find in the service of the piayhouse. 

Th& D^viI's Disci pi» was Shaw's f i rst attempt to make 

melodrama conform to his formula. It has all the broad contrasts 

Shaw demanded of melodrama : the ritualistically p ious woman, Mrs 

Dudgeon, is in reality the woman wi tnout re 1i g ion, whereas Dick 

Dudgeon, who calls himseIf the Devil's Disciple, is the man with 

the higher religion; at the moment of reckoning it is revealed 

that the Presbyterian minister Anthony Anderson is by natural 

calling a soldi er and the outc ast Dick has the makings in him of 

an ideal minister. Virtue presents itself in the garb of vice and 

institutional relig ion, represented by ossified Puritan ism, i s 

actualy the holy garb worn by wretched sp i tefulness. Charac ters 

are broad types : the self-sacrificinQ,the sancti monious, the 

overtlymasculine, theutterly feminine. 

Yet the novelty of the play lies in the subversi on of the 

rules of melodrama. The interest of the pi ay centres on the nature 

of Dick's narrowly—missed martyrdom to save the husband of Judith 

Anderson. Shaw leads his audience up ttie garden path by first 

preparing it for a Sidney—Carton-1 ike exereise in self sacrifice 

for the sake of a woman — a sine cfxta non of romant i c melodrama — 

and then jolts it with a rude shock when Dick avers that J udi th 

Anderson means nothing to him : 

What I did last night, I did in cold blood caring not so 
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much for your husband or for you as I do for myself. I had 

no motive and no interest: all I can tell you is that when 

i t came to the point whether I could take my neck out of 

the noose and put another man's into it, I could not do 

it...I have been brought up stand inq by the law of my own 

nature; and I may not Q O against it, gallows or no gallows. 

I should have done the same thing for any other man in the 

town, or any other man's wife. 

The Shav 1 sni zat ion of Dick is the t? L aborii t ion wliict> AUelv-itii 

melodrama needed, according to Shaw, "to become a masterpi ece." 

Shaw knew that the genuine novelty of the melodrama lay in the 

unexpected twist in the tail, and by staking everything on the 

play's ending he implicitly claimed for the play an allegorical 

structure in which the overt action was les^ important than the 

significance of that action. He clearly distinguished between the 

body and the soul of the pi ay and argued that the pi ay was 

ambitious only in the contemporary time—frame as it embodied the 

advanced thought of the day : "As such, it will assuredly lose its 

gloss with the lapse of time, and leave the Devil's Disciple 

4 
exposed as the threadbare popular melodrama it technically is." 

Shaw attempted to link the unrealistic "threadbare popular 

melodrama" to superrealism : 

Why did Dick save ftnderson? On the stage, it appears, 

people do things for reasons. Off the stage they 

dont..,The saving of life at the risk of the saver's own 

is not a common thing; but modern populations are so vast 
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that even the most uncommon things are recorded once a week 

or oftener. Not one of my critics but has seen a hundred 

times in his paper how some policeman or a fireman or 

nursemaid has received a medal, or the comp1iments of a 

magi strate, or perhaps a public funeral, for risk ing his or 

her life to save another's. Has he ever seen it added that 

the saved was the husband of the woman the saver loved, or 

was the woman herself, or was even known to the saver as 

much as by sight ? 

As a critic points out, Shaw's comparison is more Ingenious 

than apt, for "few instances are reported of policemen or firemen 

who, out of a sense of duty, offer their necks to the public 

executioner as does Dick Dudgeon, in order to save a convicted 

insurgent." But though the crudeness of the genre made Th& 

D«x>i I * s Discipl& a very unsatisfactory medium of Shaw's ideas, the 

author was trying to realize through Dick his idea of a truly 

liberated soul because what he was tryinq to convey, quite 

u n s u c c u s e f u l l y as it turned o u t , waw th*» -f ̂ r t th.it Dirk Di irlrj t>r»n 

was his version ot Wagners Siegfried, in i/tf /'ê /*?(,(. Wu.g(fnsri i. tt^ lie 

Shavlanised Wagner's hero sufficiently to make him contorm to his 

idea of the superman and remarked : 

The ph ilosophically fertile element in the original 

project...was the conception of Siegfried himself as a type 

of the healthy man raised to perfect confidence in his own 

impulses by an intense and- joyous vitality which is above 

fear, sickliness of conscience, malice, and the makeshifts 
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and moral crutches of law and order which accompany them. 

If one probed a little further one would discover in 

Si egfri ed Shaw '5 Siegfripd the sou 1 matt> nf Ctnrlidri, pprhap'^; 

the soul mate of Trefusis, for the Shavian distillation of 

Wagner's Seigfried was the perfectly self-suff icient, perfectly 

asoc ial being ; "Si egfried .-.is, in short, a totally unmoral 

person, a born anarchist, the ideal of Bakoonin, an ant ic ipation 

S 
of the 'overman'of Nietzsche." Since he has no regard for 

morali ty, convention and soci ety and is totally self-centred, he 

is "dangerous and destructive to what he dislikes" and "it is 

9 
fortunate that his likes and dislikes are sane and heal thy." 

It is clear that the Siegfried whom Shaw claims to have 

discovered in Wagner's Rirxg is more c lose ly related to Shaw than 

to Wagner, at whom Shaw railed for prescribing "a romantic nostrum 

for all human ills." It is equally clear that Dicrk Dudgeon , the 

hero of Shaw's pot—boiler, is^too slight a figure, too skimpily 

sketched, .to be able to carry the burden of the momentous thought 

Shaw piaced on his shoulders. Shaw therefore turned to history for 

<t mure uppi-up i-1 ct t e figure and found that fiyurtr in Juiiuia (Jaeiiiir. 

II 

Shaw's Caenar, like hi« Richard Dudgeon, is Shaw's 

Siegfried, but then Shaw's Siegfried can be traced back to his 

novels and ultimately to himself. Siegfried, as Shaw sees him, is 
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incapable of relating himself to anyone outsi de himself, he lives 

in his soul and his sou 1 is a huge island. Sidney Trefusis, too,. 

knew no love, and he thought he knew no hatred. Propel led by his 

self-sufficiency and a code of conduct according to which noth ing 

bound him to the outside world, he took turns at wish ing man ' s 

destruction and being his sav iour, The overman — Conolly, 

Trefusis, Richard, Caesar, Siegfried — is qualitatively different 

from man. He is a freak. The virtue of the overman is as freakish 

as the vice of Camus's Caligula. Both are free, both are unrelated 

to others and separated from the world by a moral vacuum. 

Caesar resemb1es Dick Dudgeon as closely in the nature of 

his virtue as in the manner of disqu isinq the virtue. Among Shaw's 

many slanted self-portraits, Caesar is the one that approaches the 

ideal most closely. The Idealised Caesar being non-human at the 

core, Shaw took care to mask the inner strangeness with amusing 

touches of common human ity. Writ ing in The flay fie torLat he 

commented ; 

Our concept ion of heroism has changed of late years...It is 

no use now qoing on with heroes who are no longer really 

heroic with us. Besides, we want credible heroes. The old 

demand for the incredible, the impossib1e, the superhuman, 

wh i ch was suppli ed by bombast , inf1 at ion , and the piling 

of crimes on c atastrophes and f act i t i ous raptures on 

artificial agonies, has fallen off; and the demand now is 

for heroes in whom we c an recogni se our own human i ty, and 

who, instead of walking, talking, eating, drink ing, mak ing 
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lOve and fighting single combats in a momentous ecstasy of 

continuDus heroism are heroic in the true human fash ion : 

that is, touch ing the summi ts on ly at rare moments, and 

finding the proper level of. all occ asions, condescending 

wih humour and good sense to the prosaic ones as well as 

rising to the nob 1e ones, instead of rid iculously 

persisting in rising to them all on the principle that =i 

1-1 L̂ ro must a 1 ways soar, in season and out of season. 

Shaw claimed to have created in Caesar a hero "in whom we 

can recognise our own humanity." Accordingly, Caesar says almost 

mournfully that he is easily deceived by women, that women's eyes 

dazzle him. He smarts when CI eopatra addresses him as "old 

gentleman." Thus Shaw's Caesar wears an oak wreath to conceal his 

baldness^ and shows a foppish sensitivity to any mention of his 

age. According to Shaw these are sufficient to humanise him, but 

these constitute no more than Caesar's human mask. 

The appropri ate ana 1ogy of a character that shows such an 

immense gap between a frivolous exterior and a god-1ike core takes 

us away from Western literature to the Ma/\a.f>hara,ta. and the Hindu 

Puranas, in which Krishna steals but ter-miIk as a child and 

philanders heartily as a young man. Even A^, Arjuna's charioteer he 

seems merely human most of the time, but when i t comes to the 

crunch he shows his dazzling 1uminousness, and reveals to Arjuna 

his divinity. By "condescend ing with humour and good sense" to the 

pros3ic occ as ion Krishna makes himself bearable to the other 

personages of the epic. It is his method of preventing the epic 
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from deQenerating into a divine soliloquy. 

In Shaw's play even Cleopatra, not the brightest of 

persons, recogn ises that Caesar is essent i ally a god when she 

12 
remarks to Pothinus; "Can one love a god ?" Shaw himself 

understood the difficulty of creating drama out of the encounter 

of a god with mere mortals when he wrote to Willi am Archar that 

"there is no drama in it because Caesar was so comp1etely superior 

to his adversaries that there was virtually no con/t ic t., only a 

few adventures, chiefly the hairbreadth esc ape when he jumped into 

13 the harbour." Shaw himse1f stressed the psychologi ca1 inertness 

of Caesar when he differentiated between virtue and goodness» 

granting Caesar the forme r, but not the latter ; 

...in order to produce an impression of complete 

disinterestedness and magnanimity, he has only to act with 

entire selfishness; and that is perhaps the on ly sense in 

which a man can be said to be naturally great. Having 

14 
virtue^ he has no need of goodness. 

In other words Caesar is another Siegfried, a re incarnat ion of 

Dick Dudgeon,who tells Judith Anderson: "What I did last night, I 

did in cold blood, caring not half so much for your husband or for 

1 3 
you a» I do for myseIf." 

It is surprising that Shaw makes his Siegfried anticipate 

Chri St : When CIeopatra tries to justify the murder of Poth inus, 

Caesar says : "If one man in all the world can be found, now or 

forever, to know that you did wrong ̂  that man will have either to 

conquer the world as I have, or be crucified by it." 
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Yet the imp lie it compari sdn is not very apt, for no two men 

could be more different. Clemency, particularly when it is a 

policy that holds the enemy "baffled at the gates all these 

17 months" is not the same thing as pity, nor are kind words to 

Cleopatra or Ruf io the same as love. Christ died for others and 

the Caesar of the play is willing to risk his life for Cleopatra 

or anyone else but his action is not similar to that of Christ but 

to Di^t of Dick, who was prepared to die for Judith Anderson 

though he did not care for her. Shaw's hero is capable of 

remarkable virtue but that virtue is totally unconnected to 

goodness. Christ's virtue was goodness on a divine scale. 

Shaw's Caesar is truer to himself when he reminds 

CI eopatra : "My poor chi Id : your life matters little here to 

1 B Anyone but youn^elf." Towards the end .i wi "̂i e r CI rnp ii t ra h a*! 

learnt her 1 esson j 

Love me ' Pothinus z Caesar loves no one. Who are those we 

love ? Only those we do nut hate; all people are strangers 

and enemies to us except those we love. But it is not so 

with Caesar, He has no hatred in him : he makes friends 

19 
wi th everyone as he does with dogs and children, 

To Shaw's superman everyone stands on the same footing as a 

stranger or a dog : he is equaly friendly towards them in his 

impersonal 'way. Cleopatra despairingly calls him a god, and Caesar 

himself tells the sphinx in the prologue to the pi ay that he is 

more like it than any living person : "part brute, part woman, and 

20 part god nothing of man in me at all." But if Shaw's Caesar is 
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a Qod he is neither like the Christian God nor like any of the 

pagan gods, he is something like the Brahman of the 

Vedanta — immutable and impersbnal. 

Comparison with the historical Caesar will show the 

difference between him and Shaw's hero. Instead of being a 

stranger to the race of men as the Caesar of the play claims to be 

in the prologue, the Caesar of history possessed the 

characteristics of the human race rather abundantly. Shaw'5 Caesar 

has virtue, therefore he is beyond good and evil, history's Caesar 

was not a stranger to either good or evil, Shaw believes that 

Caesar was driven to conquests not by his lust for f Birie but by the 

exploratory instinct, but Plutarch tells us that Caesar burst into 

tears of envy when he compared his career with that of 

2 1 Alexander- Th« Caesar that emerges from Suetnnivi?*' s rhron ic 1 e is 

the Caesar who attacked.the Senate House, killed Senators, usurped 

political power, and in order to be the chief Pont iff resorted to 

flagrant bribery. We also 1 earn from Suetonius of Caesars 

paranoi a : not only did he have his statue sculpted but also had 

it installed in a temple. And a new college of Lupercals was built 

to celebrate his divinity, Caesar was a notorious lecher, e'^ery 

woman's husband and every man's wife. Vet the same Caesar was 

22 
capable of great clemency and toleranee. 

The Caesar of history had conflicting passions of such 

great intensity that the poet who seeks to recreate him must be 

able to sympathise with every aspect of human life, he must be in 

love with life as it is lived in its various ramifications and 

must be able to plumb every depth and scale every height. Such a 
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Caesar was beyond the range of Shaw, who needed for his hero 

someone who was a stranger to the human race. Consequently he had 

to invent a Caesar, create one who would conform to his 

lielf image. Hia CAC^AV had to be A god who haU mtitely pitcrteU \\i-., 

tent on the earth that we know. The actual Caesar was bound with 

nume rous men and women by bonds of pass i on , bonds of love and 

hatred, jealousy and craving. The Shavian Capsar is an inert 

benefactor of mankind. 

Ill 

Shaw' s next p 1 ay, Captain. Brassbound' s Conversion, i s 

another melodrama, and another Siegfried play. In a number of 

ways, it is the trontinuat ion of Candida. The- D&vi I ' s Disciple and 

Ca.&sa.r and Cl&opatra, 

Like Thef D&vi I's Discipl&, Captain Brassbourtd' s Con-v&r-sion 

is unashamed melodrama. In the notes that Shaw pub 1 :shed a lony 

with the play he claimed that the locale was suggested by 

Cunningham Graham's Moghreb-al-Acksa. The p1 ay, which is subt i tled 

'An Adventure,' looks like being custom—made for the Aelephi. In 

our times it would be a godsend tor a Hoiiywood scriptwriter. 

Besides the exotic setting, it has flashy Arabs, a Shaikh baying 

for blood and Black Paqui to, the glamorous brigand. The act ion 

gallops from crisis to crisis, constantly accompanied by suspense, 

abduction, melodramatic encounters, the smell of gunpowder and the 

threat of impending death. Anyone interested in tracing the 

ancestry of the play must search for precedents not in hiqh-brow 

t h e a t r p but in p o p u Jar e n t e r t a i n m e n t s like Pi"*?<?<:;fom hy R O W P .-̂ nd 
i 
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23 
Harris. As a critic remarks 

The cD-incidences necessary to enable the characters to 

assemble in one place at one time, the recognitions and 

reversals which advance, complicate and resolve the 

intrigue are all frankly theatriciil. De<i|jiLi' ':i(jme plca'i>aitL 

realistic touches, the minor characters among them 

Drinkwater, Marzo, and the Reverend Mr Rankin — are all 

24 stock types. 

Yet as one approaches the play at a level deeper than that 

of the props and the overt act ion, one finds weaved into it those 

tensions that Shaw could never resolve conclusively. At the level 

where .Shaw is more than the stage carpenter's mascot his pi ay is 

deeply Shavian insofar as it examines the same subject that he 

has dealt with in his novels and earlier plays. 

The subject of CcLpiain Brassbound* s Conve-rsion, like the 

Bubj ect of most of his plays, is the conflict between freedom and 

commitment. In the novels and in his ealier plays the 

self-absorption of Shaw's heroes and heroines draw them so 

completely away from soc iety that there are hardly any points of 

contact left between the protagonist's inner world and the outside 

world. The Devi I's Disciple and Caeser and Cleopatra differ from 

An Urxsocial Social is L and T?xe Phi lander-er since Dick and Caeser 

are able to come to a better adjustment wi th soc iety inspite of 

remaining fundamentally as insular, as Trefusis and Charteris. 

Shaw's Siegfried is as independent of society as Trefusis but 

accidentally his impulses are such that they help instead of 
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hinder social coheiiion. 

After reading the play Ellen Terry, for whom Shaw h ad 

written the part of Lady Cicely, grasped the fact that the heroine 

is completely self-centred and her interact!on with society is 

merely accidental and expressed her dissat isfaction with the 

play. Shaw replied : 

Listen to me, woman with no religion. Send ... for two books 

of travel in Africa : One hiss Kingslely's ...and the other 

H.M.Stanley's. Compare the brave woman, with her 

commonsense and goodwill, with the wild-beast man, with his 

elephant rifle, and his atmoBphp re of dread and murder, 

breaking his way by mad selfish assassination out of the 

d 3 f f i cu 1 t 1 r̂ ^ created by h 11, own ctJw.-irtJ i t; c , Iliink o) all 

that has been rising up under your eyes in Europe for years 

past ̂  Bi smarek worsh ip, Stanley worsh ip, Or Jim worsh ip, 

and now at last Kitchener worship with dead enemies dug up 

and mut ilated. Think ai so on the 1 aw the gal lows, penal 

servitude, hysterical clamouring for the lash, mere 

cowardice masquerading as "resoHitf government," "law and 

order" and the like. W P I I , how have you felt about these 

things '^ Have you had any real belief in the heroi sm of the 

filibuster ? Have you had any sympathy with the punishments 

of the judge ?..,I ... thought the distinction of Ellen Terry 

was that she had this heart wisdom, and managed her own 

little wcrId as Tolstoy wouId have our Chamber 1ains & 

Ba 1 fours & German Emperors 8< Kitcheners S( Lord Chi ef 
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Just ices and other slavffs of false ideas & Imaqinary fears 

manage Europe. I according ly give you a pi ay in which you 

stand where Imperialism is most believed to be ncessary* on 

the border line where the European meets the fanatical 

A-frican.,.1 try to shew you fearing nobody and managing 

them all as Daniel managed the 1 ions, not by cunning — 

above all, not by even a momentary appeal to CI eopatra' s 

25 
stand-by, their passion, but by si mpIe moral superior!ty. 

Shaw' s letter would make it apear that CciptCLin. Brcisst:>o\injd.* s 

Conv&rsion. is a radical critique of the civilizat ion of 

dominat ion. A world governed as Tolstoy wouId have it governed, by 

goodwi11 rather than the gun, by Lady Cicely's heart wisdom rather 

than the "wild-beast man with his el ephant rifle," wouId need not 

only a different kind of ruler f rom Bismarck or Kitchener but also 

from Candida or Caesar. The h igher se1f ishness of a Siegfried 

may superf ic i al ly resemb 1 e the wisdom of the heart but is very 

different from it. The common point that Caesar and Dick Dudgeon 

make is that virtue Is something vrry different from goodness. In 

Tfx» Petrfec t WdgTiG-r i t» Shaw warns LIS that Siegfried can be very 

destruc tive regard ing the things he does not like, in Cajxdida we 

reali ze how destruet i ve Shaw's female Siegfried, his Virgin 

Mother, can be towards men who are emot ionally dependent on her. 

Candida is not averse to Cleopatra's stand-by — we needonly to 

recall Mrs Webb's description of her as a prostitute — her 

methods are different from Bismarck's and Kitchener's only in 

being less overt. In her little world she uses violence and 
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domi nation just as B ism a re k used them in his big wor Id; on 1 y, as 

1s appropri ate to her sea le of operation, her violence is 

psychological and her dominat ion subt1e. 

Yet Shaw's letter to Ellen Terry is more than smooth sa1es 

talk, because unt i1 we come to the very end of the play, we find 

Lady Cicely refreshingly humane, her courage appears to be ^he 

cou rcQ^ of a woman rather than the virtue of a superwornan,a virtue 

as much genetically determined as a knee-jerk reflex. She succeeds 

1 n <:.hQwi ng, in a way neither Candida nor Dick Dudgeon cou Id , that 

the tribal 's sword is "superseded not by thf» emf:»irp's qun but by 

the nc(?d)p that ?;titchps the torn coat-slenves of an .ivowed ennmy, 

It IS difficult not to feel that Cllen Terry, the model for 

Lady Cicely, captivated the author suf ficiently to hold her own 

against Shaw's settled idea of the superior being. Had the 

b1oodless piety of the Virgin Mother gained unquesti onab le victory 

in Sh aw*s mind, there wouId have been no need to resuscitate her 

after finishing Ca.r\d.ida^ bee ause no one needs to exorcise a ghost 

un1 ess there is a ghost 1y danger to ward off. As a result there is 

an 1 nc nnq ru i ty in the way t h<» play (HH)'-, . the natural v i t; A 1 i rwn of 

Ellen Terry, whose fearlessness, if one goes by thp evidence of 

the many men in her life, certainly extended to the fearlessness 

of love, was conspicuously built into the character of Lady 

Cicely. And yet that woman is sought to be disowned at the end by 

the legerdemain of Shaw's intellect. The fact that in seeking to 

create the Virgin Mother in CcLndida. he merely succeeded in 

creating another la. t>&lle <iaiTv& SQ.TIS m&rci explains why Shaw had to 

write another play about the Virgin Mother, and yet his own 
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uneasiness and nervousness on the subject show why Captatix 

Brasst>ovtn<d* s Conversion had to end the way it did. 

Perhaps there is nothing in the whole range of Shaw's plays 

that articulates his_ dilemma so sharply s<5 Ca.pt ctii\ Bras:<;tfoiir\.rr!^ ^ 

Conv&rsion. Near the very end the play is engulfed in a 

Strindbergian shadow as Brassbound and Cicely engage in a htitM, 

silent but deadly battle for survival. And thst i=> Sha!•)'=; dilpmm^, 

He can see that the aggressiveness of the wild beast man and his 

mode of dominat ion can be defeated only by the wisdom of the heart 

and yet he believes that when the heart's wisdom becomes love it 

re i n t roduces the consequ ences of the rule of the elephant gun ciL ê  

different Isvel. 

Before he met Lady Cicely Brassbound was not unhappy 

because then he was steering a course. The minute she destroys his 

delusions about the supposedly wicked uncle and the wronged mother 

he loses his bearings. Brassbound tears hi'-, mother's portrait, r̂nri 

discards the memory of a face made repulsive with drink and 

despair : "Now everything is gone. You have taken the old meaning 

2 A 

out of my life; but you have put no new meaning into it." He 

tftinkt-. of mairiage with Cn_uly a^ iiti L̂;L.i_apf (toiii Lhiij vuid, by 

surrendering his independence, he consigns himself to a life of 

submission. Marriage is for htm a frank acceptance oi the loss of 

self —esteem J "I wan t a command© r, Don t undervalue me : I am a 

27 
good man when I have a good leader." Thus to Brassbound love is 

the consequence of the disintegration of the self and i t-̂, 

consummat i on in marriage is a ritualised act of the surrender of 

freedom. It is the final act of the defeated man. Thus trie 
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encounter between Captain Brassbaund and lady Cicely ironically 

ends in the duplication of the relat ionsh ip that Lady Cicely's 

methods seek to destroy. The difference between her method and the 

methods employed by the empire is the difference between 

psychological dominat ion and physical dominat ion, a d i ffernce far 

less substantial than the difference between a Bismarck and a 

Tolstoy. 

Lady Cicely refuses to marry Brassbound nnt because she 

feels that he is mistaken in interpreting love as abject surrender 

bat because she shares his attitude. Shelley's Witch of Atlas 

refused to fall in love with men because she could not bear their 

death. Shaw's Witch of Atlas does not fall in love because she 

knows that when one is in love one cannot dominate and rule, and 

when she has to choose between love and power she unhesitatingly 

chooses the latter r "I have never been in love with any real 

person; and I never shall. How could I manage people if I had that 

2B 
mad little bit of self left in me '' That's my secret." 

It IS the secret of Siegfried. This secret may have robbed 

the play of its natural conclusion by artificially imposing Shaw's 

intellectual aspiration on a character that seemed to grow 

naturally like a flower, but by doing so it ensured that she was 

at one wi th Cand ida, Dick Dudgeon and Caesar. And insofar as it is 

Shaw's secret as well as Lady Cicely's, it proves to be an 

invaluable guide to the understanding of Shaw's most famous 

comedy — Hctn and Sup&rman. 
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